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Abstract
This study aims to investigate the role of the study of teaching materials in universities on religious intolerance and pluralism. The study also explores the Islamic perspective on these two dimensions. The location of the research was carried out at the IAIN Parepare of South Sulawesi Province, Indonesia. The source of research data is secondary data obtained from document review of teaching materials in the Aqidah Akhlak (moral theology) course as well as literature relevant to the research topic. The literature study research methodology guided by content analysis focuses on three topics, namely teaching materials, religious intolerance, and pluralism in the view of Islam. The study revealed two findings. First, the results of a study of the components or the appropriateness of the contents of the items of teaching materials in accordance with the values of tolerance as contained in Pancasila and Bhineka Tunggal Ika. Thus, these teaching materials contribute to preventing religious intolerance and provide a new perspective on pluralism. Second, in the view of Islam, it is known that religious intolerance can be avoided by tasamuh, namely by instilling a commendable moral attitude. While pluralism there are two opposing schools between those who accept and reject. In the Qur'an, there is an explanation of pluralism as a necessity, human diversity in togetherness. The conclusion is that the study of teaching materials contributes to supporting tasamuh behavior and avoiding negative views about pluralism. Pluralism is not recommended, namely religious pluralism which is feared to have a negative impact on aqidah. With the study of teaching materials, negative possibilities can be minimized as long as they are in accordance with practice.
Because after all, the values of pluralism are also able to foster mutual respect and appreciation between fellow human beings so that they can support the development of student morality. The expected implication is that universities must supervise and provide input on teaching materials that have the potential for the concepts of tolerance and pluralism. The government needs to support the socialization of the true importance of tolerance and pluralism in the campus environment.
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A. Introduction

The era of globalization as a fact that modern society is complex is facing serious challenges related to issues of intolerance, pluralism, and conflict in various parts of the world. In addition, the process of democracy and liberalization as well as political issues have an impact on the growth of pluralism and intolerance (Facal, 2020). For example, African countries face the problem of pluralism which is severe enough to cause ethnic tensions and conflicts between communities and governments (Badru, 2020). Likewise in Pakistan, where cases of religious intolerance have entered a fairly high level of severity which has a negative impact on the stability of the country (Suleman et al., 2018). This phenomenon makes universities receive sharp attention from the world community. This is associated with various cases of terrorism, and radicalization targeting students and graduates from universities (Mahfud et al., 2018). One study found that the cause of the severity of intolerance may be due to the impact of the educational curriculum namely a lack of knowledge about the diversity of society; the impact of hate literature, lack of social justice, family background, and environmental pressures; the impact of information media as well as the influence of external forces. This study assesses the educational curriculum as the main reason behind religious intolerance. This shows the need to investigate educational institutions as a factor that can reduce religious intolerance in countries prone to religious conflict (Khan et al., 2017).

Indonesia as an archipelagic country and diversity and has many universities is an inseparable part of various issues of intolerance and pluralism. The literature states that religious freedom in Indonesia is increasingly fragile. Even cases of religious intolerance in 2019-2020 rose significantly, especially in the provinces of East Java and West Java. In 2020 there were 180 cases of intolerance with 422 acts, this number increased from 2019 with 327 acts of violation of freedom of religion or belief (KBB) (CNN Indonesia, 2021). Several recent studies have begun to highlight strategic efforts that can be made to minimize cases of intolerance and support the creation of a plural society (multicultural). Although, in Indonesia, the understanding of religious pluralism is prohibited by the Indonesian Ulema Council (MUI) because of its negative impact on the creed of Muslims. Intolerance has triggered many mass demonstrations that have led to violent and anarchic acts (Mietzner & Muhtadi, 2019) such as Muslim and Christian conflicts in Maluku and Poso (Gustiana Kambo, 2021). This phenomenon is further exacerbated after the contemporary...
Reformation. The lack of attention from the government, educational institutions, and scientific researchers on the issue of intolerance and pluralism causes a very worrying negative impact because it is feared that in the long term it can cause division and change in the ideology of Indonesian society (Sebastian & Arifianto, 2020). Religious intolerance and pluralism are familiar in universities for various reasons. According to Hudson (2021), the main factors that influence shaping these behaviors are the student community, peer groups, and society. Other research shows that the negative influence of higher education culture does not support the learning and development of student competencies. As a result, minority students often experience religious and spiritual discriminatory experiences (Fosnacht & Broderick, 2020). Universities are beginning to adopt a learning-based approach by promoting tolerance and pluralism. This is believed to be able to increase the capacity and willingness of students to manage differences more constructively. Previous literature offers a study of teaching materials as a way to provide knowledge about the importance of practicing religious tolerance in society. The findings explain that low tolerance education in higher education institutions can trigger intolerance (Muhid, 2020).

As a Muslim-majority country, it is necessary to provide an understanding of religious intolerance and pluralism. The teaching materials contained in the Multicultural Education and Islamic Religious Education courses can support tolerance and pluralism education in universities. Lecturers are also the most important factor in spreading knowledge about tolerance education (Sirozi & Yenrizal, 2020). Lecturers make teaching materials that are in accordance with the context of tolerance education and are able to contribute to religious tolerance education (Ifechukwude & Gibson, 2021; Alhashmi et al., 2020). Islam itself recognizes the term *tasamuh* to avoid religious intolerance in society (Yanti & Witro, 2019).

The novelty of the research is shown by the Study of Teaching Materials in Higher Education on various issues of Religious Intolerance and Pluralism. Previous studies have revealed that the cause of the practice of intolerance is due to weak laws and policies (Neo, 2020). Meanwhile, in this study, the study of teaching materials and the perspective of Islamic law were investigated in relation to the issue of religious intolerance and pluralism in Indonesia. Researchers tend to present conflicting findings. Pluralism is said to be a necessity for the salvation of mankind because of the mechanism of supervision and the manifestation of God's grace that is abundant to mankind. Pluralism can also create a sense of mutual respect between communities so as to minimize the occurrence of social conflicts. Other studies prohibit pluralism because it can pose a threat to self-identity and change belief values. However, none of the studies have investigated its relationship with teaching materials in higher education and straightened out the true view of Islam about these two.

The formulation of the research problem covers three main topics, namely the study of teaching materials, religious intolerance, and pluralism in the view of Islam as explained in the background of the research problem based on previous literature studies and
phenomena that occur in universities in Indonesia. Of the three topics, the formulation of the problem in this study is as follows:

1. What is the study of teaching materials in universities on religious intolerance and pluralism in the global era?
2. What is the Islamic view of religious intolerance and pluralism in higher education in the global era?

B. Literature Review

1. Study Teaching Materials

A study is an investigation or examination. While teaching materials are a set of materials or substances for learning activities that are arranged systematically with the aim of showing the complete figure of the competencies that will be mastered by students. Thus the study of teaching materials contains an examination of certain values and information, attitudes and actions as well as skills related to certain language subjects in order to achieve learning objectives (McGrath, 2013). To achieve effective learning objectives, these teaching materials must be designed as well as possible by preparing ideal teaching materials by optimizing student involvement and knowledge transfer based on needs (Cloonan & Fingeret, 2020). Teaching materials serve as guidelines for teachers and students in the learning process and become a tool for evaluating the achievement of these learning outcomes. Sources of teaching materials can be in the form of textbooks, research reports, journals, experts in the field of study, professionals, curriculum books, the internet, audiovisual media, and the environment. The function of teaching materials consists of three kinds (Allwright, 1981), (1) the function of teaching materials for educators in order to save teaching time so that the learning process becomes more effective; (2) the function of teaching materials for students to assist in improving competence in accordance with the guidelines for teaching materials; (3) the function of teaching materials based on learning strategies used both individually and in groups. The literature mentions the importance of teaching materials in the scope of higher education to improve student competence and evaluation of learning in order to produce graduates who are able to compete globally (Harwood, 2005).

2. Religious Intolerance

Studies find that intolerance implies a lack of ability to deal with groups/individuals (such as other religions, tastes, or cultures) that are opposed or rejected. Religious intolerance can form Euroscepticism (the idea that integration weakens the nation-state and the desire to slow or stop integration within the European Union), in this case, social identity becomes a strong determinant of Euroscepticism (Hobolt et al., 2011). Intolerance itself has more to do with reactionary ideological influences and socio-political conditions in the country than with religious beliefs and practices. Studies suggest that intolerance can be triggered by undemocratic tendencies of the government, causing hostility and ethnic-religious tensions (Karpov & Lisovskaya, 2008). This can be a threat to the stability of the government. Religious intolerance is a condition in society if a group specifically refuses or is reluctant to tolerate or lack tolerance for the practices of other religions,
adherents of certain beliefs, or beliefs based on certain religions (Nussbaum, 2004). Religious intolerance can be avoided by instilling the values of religious moderation and religious spirit in educational institutions (Effendi, 2020).

3. Pluralism

Pluralism is not just diversity. Pluralism can be interpreted as an understanding that respects differences in society and allows these different groups to continue to carry out and maintain the cultural uniqueness of their group. Pluralism cannot be understood simply by saying that society is plural or merely as a negative virtue (Diana, 2006). Pluralism must be understood as the true affinity of diversity in the bonds of civilization. According to Thoha (2009), there are four characteristics of pluralism, namely secular humanism, global theology, syncretism, and perennial philosophy. These characteristics trigger opposite effects. The positive impact of pluralism is; (1) provide space for groups/individuals in determining their choices and life goals; (2) learn about maturity and mutual respect for diversity, and (3) maximize the potential of each group/individual. Meanwhile, from the negative side, namely; (1) vulnerable to social conflict because the granting of the right to freedom can blur the boundaries of decency; (2) the emergence of extreme and fanatical attitudes towards culture and religion; and (3) the emergence of ethnocentrism, namely underestimating other cultures and religions. Pluralism requires organizational and legal measures in order to secure and support equality and brotherhood (Shiekh, 2013). Pluralism is also able to push towards accommodation and maintenance of wealth and uniformity of welfare conceptually (Mitchell & Alexandrova, 2021).

C. Research Methodology

Research design as a strategy chosen to comprehensively integrate research components logically and systematically according to the research focus. The focus of this research is to investigate the role of studying Aqidah Akhlak teaching materials in Higher Education towards religious intolerance and pluralism and to express Islamic views on these two topics. Teaching materials The Aqidah Morals course was chosen by the researcher because the components of the content were considered relevant to the research topic. The research uses a literature study approach, namely with sources and data collection obtained from literature, documentation, and scientific articles both with direct citations and indirect citations (Snyder, 2019). The content analysis proposed by Weber (1990) is used to guide research to answer the problem formulation and make relevant conclusions. The research location is at IAIN Pare-Pare College, South Sulawesi Province, Indonesia.

Data is a collection of information obtained through observation and searching for sources. The study obtained data from secondary data sources. Secondary data sources are data sources obtained indirectly through intermediary media. The research uses data sources derived from teaching materials for Aqidah Akhak courses and documentation obtained from teaching lecturer notes, digital information media for IAIN Pare-Pare College, and scientific articles that are in accordance with the research objectives.
In the process of collecting data, the initial stage of the researcher conducts a literature study to determine the research topic and determine the formulation of the problem that is relevant to the background of the problem and research objectives. Then the researchers conducted a study of the teaching materials for Aqidah Akhlak courses by first asking for permission officially from the universities and lecturers concerned. After obtaining permission, then the researcher observed the teaching materials. The researcher also collected data from the lecturers' personal documents in the form of learning notes and evaluation assessments of teaching materials in the odd semester of the 2021 academic year, and scientific articles from reputable journals that are related to research. The main literature source years are taken from 2017-2021, except for the main theory. Researchers searched various reputable journals such as emerald, Taylor & Francis, Scopus, and Sinta because they were considered to have qualified article standards. Assessment of teaching materials and journals has certain criteria. For teaching materials, the study was carried out by following the textbook guidelines in the Regulation of the Minister of Education and Culture of the Republic of Indonesia Number 3 of 2020 concerning National Standards for Higher Education and in accordance with the supervision of education in Indonesia, which consists of; competency standards, basic competencies, components or content feasibility, conformity of points, results of the study, as well as input and suggestions for improvement. While the assessment of scientific articles is abstract, research methods, findings, and implications.

Content analysis is a data analysis method that aims to describe the characteristics of the content and draw an important description of the characteristics of the content to draw inferences from the content. Content analysis is used by researchers as an effort to systematically identify the contents of the data that researchers have collected to answer the formulation of research problems as proposed by Weber (1990). The content analysis stage consists of five steps that can be used as needed, namely; (1) formulating the purpose of data analysis, in this study the purpose of data analysis is to reveal the relationship between the study of teaching materials on religious intolerance and pluralism and Islamic views; 2) conceptualization of the collected data and operationalizing the data; 3) make coding sheets based on predetermined categories that are arranged systematically so that there is no ambiguity in the categories. Categories provide about three main topics in research; 4) assessing accuracy or reliability, researchers use expert opinion in compiling categories that are associated with valid data; and 5) revising the coding rules to get the final result which is then taken with relevant conclusions and suggestions.

D. Finding and Discussion

Research reveals the importance of studying teaching materials on religious intolerance and pluralism at IAIN Pare-Pare Higher Education. The results of the study
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revealed that the competency standards and basic competencies of the Aqidah Akhlak course contain learning values about avoiding intolerance and supporting pluralism.

Of the three competency standards consisting of; (1) basic understanding and purpose of Islamic aqidah; (2) increasing faith in Allah through understanding His attributes; and (3) applying commendable morals (tawadhu and tasamuh) to Allah SWT, all three of which fulfill the learning assessment of tolerance and pluralism in the sense of respecting human beings. Of the various basic competencies that are shown to students, they clearly hold the principles of Islamic teachings, namely faith, Islam, and Ihsan. Explaining the importance of tolerance, sincerity, obedience, and devotion and getting used to commendable behavior in everyday life.

Thus, it can be understood that conceptually, teaching materials in the Aqidah Akhlak course are able to support the avoidance of intolerance and support the discourse of pluralism in higher education which is expected to be practiced in social life. However, the shortcomings of teaching materials were identified from the absence of basic competencies regarding an in-depth understanding of the meaning of pluralism according to the Islamic view. Maybe this is because this course is intended as a lesson on commendable moral behavior, not focusing on multicultural learning. According to previous studies, there are different views on pluralism so that there is a debate until now, previous research found a prohibition on religious pluralism because it considers pluralism not in accordance with Islam and emphasizes the need for tolerance and harmony among communities (Basya, 2011). The views of the MUI fatwa contained in the MUI Fatwa decision No. 7/Munas VII/MUI/11/2005 dated July 29, 2005, stated that MUI forbids religious pluralism and forbids Muslims from adopting pluralism. Other studies differ and state that the vital contribution of neo-Modernist Islam refutes the notion that Islam is incompatible with pluralism (Barton et al., 2021). In developed countries such as France, the question is where religious pluralism is going because of the government regulation in the 2004 law regarding the prohibition of religious symbols seen in educational institutions (Barras, 2013). Kruja et al. (2021), support religious pluralism in educational institutions on the grounds of a multicultural society.

IAIN Pare-Pare College seems to have adopted a learning-based approach by promoting tolerance and pluralism as part of the goals of moderate Islamic colleges. This is believed to be able to increase the capacity and willingness of students to avoid intolerance, especially in the midst of the development and advancement of digitalization technology. The low level of tolerance education in higher education institutions can trigger an attitude of intolerance. Studying teaching materials is one way to provide knowledge about the importance of practicing religious tolerance (Muhid, 2020).

The role of lecturers in higher education is the spearhead of education. Therefore, teaching materials made by lecturers as guidelines in the learning process are very important to be arranged as well as possible. Teaching materials must be able to translate the correct values of tolerance and pluralism to their students. The teaching materials contained in the Aqidah Akhlak course can support tolerance and pluralism education in universities. The latest findings reveal that teaching lecturers are also a major factor in the
dissemination of knowledge about tolerance education (Sirozi & Yenrizal, 2020). Teaching materials that are in accordance with the context of tolerance education are able to contribute to religious tolerance education (Ifechukwude & Gibson, 2021; Alhashmi et al., 2020). This is to support efforts to transform awareness towards an attitude of tolerance intensively and massively in the era of globalization. Teaching materials must be designed as well as possible in order to be able to provide understanding to students about the importance of respecting diversity and avoiding intolerance. Because in education, pluralism is understood as an attitude of respect for beliefs, ethnic and cultural diversity, and accepting the uniqueness of other people's views of life.

2. Religious Intolerance and Pluralism According to an Islamic Perspective

The second finding reveals Islamic views on religious intolerance and pluralism. The findings explain that in essence Muslims can accept a pluralistic society (pluralism) on the basis of mutual respect to create peace, but not to make it a religious ideology because each religion has different principles and beliefs so they cannot be equated. Thus, if you follow the guidelines of Islamic teachings, you seem to be neutral towards pluralism and do not recommend being intolerant because it can divide the unity and integrity of mankind. God created humans religiously, and diversity is not meant to destroy each other, but to be able to understand and respect each other. In Islam, religious intolerance is an act of denying the right of people of other religions to practice their beliefs freely. Therefore, it is highly recommended to be tasamuh or tolerant (Yanti & Witro, 2019). The study states that the Prophet Muhammad SAW has practically demonstrated the formation of a pluralistic society consisting of a Muslim majority and a non-Muslim Jewish minority in Medina which was peaceful after his hijrah from Mecca in 622 AD. The Ummah was successfully formed by obedience to the Qur'an which was complemented by a constitutional and legal framework made by agreement. Pluralism has been created without violence or wealth, but because a pluralistic society holds Islamic principles, namely tolerance, social justice, and belief in God Almighty (Shiekh, 2013).

The formation of community pluralism in the era of Rasulullah is very relevant to the era of globalization, especially in universities where learning about pluralism and tolerance can be entered through teaching materials. In the era of globalization, people can connect very easily through information and communication technology (ICT). Mutual respect and appreciation for other religious beliefs is the main tool for reconstructing a global pluralistic society. Pluralism in Islamic teachings is described as various religious or cultural groups living together or living side by side in peace. Islam does not believe in the idea of different nationalities (asbiyah) based on race, ancestry, culture, and so on (Dobbins et al., 2021). Pluralism is seen as a fact that people are allowed to live side by side in harmony and peace in the same environment. According to Thoha (2009), Pluralism is a form of an institution that is more than moral tolerance in which there is diversity in gaining acceptance from the community or the surrounding environment. The opposite of intolerance, tolerance is a behavior that is recommended in Islam because it can create an absence of religious social conflict. In contrast to religious pluralism which emphasizes the
understanding that religion is the same, this understanding is opposed by some Muslim scholars. So that religious pluralism is prohibited because it is feared that it will have a negative impact on the *aqidah* of Muslims. Islam declares itself as a religion that teaches about the importance of tolerance and is open to differences and pluralism (Alotaibi, 2021). In the Qur'an, there are several verses that explain matters relating to pluralism.

“Q.S ar Rum which means, And among the signs of His power is the creation of the heavens and the earth and your different languages and the color of your skin. Verily in that, there are indeed signs for those who know. Then in Q.S al Hujurat verse 13 which means, O mankind, indeed we created you from a male and a female and made you into nations and tribes so that you may know each other. Verily, the most honorable of you in the sight of Allah is the most pious among you. Verily, Allah is All-Knowing, All-Knowing. From Q.S ar Rum and al Hujurat, it can be understood that Allah created various kinds of human beings to know each other. Surely Allah has secrets and plans of his own to make humans like that.”

Nazaruddin Umar’s view is that pluralism is a natural law (Zuhri, 2018). He explained that in Q.S al Hud verse 118 there is the sentence *wa law sy'a rabbuka laja'alannaasa ummatan wahidah* which means that it is impossible for humans to be uniform. Therefore, humans live in various kinds of diversity, both gender, ethnicity, and nation, so they are called derivatives of necessity (Islam, 2020). Likewise, religious intolerance is not recommended in Islam. Islam teaches that there is no compulsion in religious matters as contained in Q.S al Baqarah verse 256.

Pluralism requires a serious approach, mutual understanding, and cooperation as well as well-organized and even legal measures to provide protection for society. Within the scope of higher education, it means that all academics and students must have the right to develop their respective identities and interests in accordance with applicable regulations so that there are no deviations. Each party must enjoy the equality of human rights and obligations as members of society (Shiekh, 2013).

The Qur'an has provided the necessary guidelines for realizing a truly plural or multicultural society. The relationship between Islam and pluralism actually rests on the spirit of humanity and universalism where Islam is a religion of humanity (*fitrah*) (Ridwan, 2020). From this statement, the researcher shows the novelty of the research from his previous studies by linking the Islamic view of intolerance and pluralism with universities in the era of globalization. Sources of Islamic teachings provide general principles on how to live for the people both in creating peace, stability, and social justice. Thus, as long as the IAIN Pare-Pare College evaluates teaching materials with regard to the sources of Islamic teachings, the impact of intolerance and pluralism can be avoided.

E. Conclusion

Based on observations of the literature study, the study revealed two findings. First, the competency standards and basic competencies of the Aqidah Akhlak course contain learning values about avoiding intolerance and supporting pluralism. Thus, these teaching materials contribute to preventing religious intolerance and provide a new perspective on
pluralism. Second, in the view of Islam, it is known that religious intolerance is not recommended in Islam because this attitude can damage the integrity and personality of moral character. While pluralism there are two opposing schools between those who accept and reject. The relationship between Islam and pluralism actually rests on the spirit of humanity and universalism where Islam is a religion that respects human values. With the existence of teaching materials in certain subjects at universities, it is hoped that it will prevent the development of intolerance and pluralism among students. The values of pluralism are also able to foster mutual respect and respect between fellow human beings so that they can support the development of student morality. The expected implication is that universities must supervise and provide input on teaching materials that have the potential for the concepts of tolerance and pluralism. The government needs to support the socialization of the true importance of tolerance and pluralism in the campus environment.
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